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Introduction: The e�ective translation of evidence-based interventions has

contributed to implementing actions that impact public policies and the

population’s health. However, there is a gap in the literature regarding the

factors associated with the successful implementation of these interventions.

The Active Life Improving Health Behavior Change Program (BCP-VAMOS)

uses behavioral strategies to promote an active and healthy lifestyle in the

community. Characterized as a health innovation, it also provides health

professionals with online training to implement the program in Primary Health

Care (PHC). Our study describes a pragmatic trial that aims to evaluate the

implementation of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0, in PHC in southern Brazil.

Methods and analysis: A pragmatic randomized controlled trial (PRCT) of

two arms comparing a group of PHC professionals who will participate

in a traditional didactic approach (control group) vs. a group that will

receive ongoing support (intervention group) for the implementation of

BCP-VAMOS. The intervention will be available to adults (≥18 years old)

registered at PHC. Program recipient’s will be assessed at baseline and

post-intervention (9 months after) to measure markers of physical activity

and eating behavior (primary outcomes). Program’s implementation process

will be monitored for 12 months and will be evaluated using the RE-AIM

andConsolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) frameworks.
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Discussions: The survey findings can be usedwidely throughout Brazil, guiding

the work of health professionals, service planners and policy-makers. Also,

the results may help to inform the national health promotion policy to plan

interventions and improve the implementation of programs in PHC. This

research results will provide practical guidance for researchers to develop

similar protocols to implement and adapt public health interventions.

Ethics and dissemination: Ethics approval has been granted by the Human

Research Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC),

Brazil, under no. 1394492. Results will be published in full as open access in

the UFSC library and main trial results and associated papers in high-impact

peer-reviewed journals.

Trial registration number: RBR-2vw77q—Brazilian Registry of Clinical Trials –

ReBEC (http://www.ensaiosclinicos.gov.br).

KEYWORDS

Implementation Science, protocol study, program evaluation, public health, care

innovation

Introduction

Since the publication of global strategies to promote

physical activity, healthy eating, and risk prevention associated

with lifestyle behaviors (1), evidence-based practices (EBPs)

have contributed to the implementation of public health

interventions (2). In this context, a concern has arisen regarding

whether these interventions are implemented as intended, and

are able to promote the expected impact on the population’s

health (3).

Many dissemination and implementation (D&I) models,

theories, and frameworks (4, 5) are available to help

understanding this process. However, there is a gap in the

literature concerning the implementation and adaptation of

EBPs in certain contexts (6, 7). Practical implications usually

include the utilization of strategies to increase adoption rates

among health professionals and adapt protocols to local

needs (7, 8). Nevertheless, despite the notable advance in

Implementation Science (IS), the complexity that characterizes

translational processes is sometimes ignored, limiting the

understanding of the real effects of interventions (9).

Abbreviations: BCP-VAMOS, Active Life Improving Health-Behavior

Change Program; CI, Implementation Science; CCT + APA, Consultee-

Centered Training + Action Planning Approach; CFIR, Consolidated

Framework for Implementation Research; D&I, Dissemination and

Implementation; EBP, Evidence-Based Practice; PHC, Primary Health

Care; RE-AIM, Reach, E�ectiveness, Adoption, Implementation,

Maintenance; PRCT, Pragmatic Randomized Controlled Trial; TDA,

Traditional Didactic Approach.

The implementation facilitation strategies, as they deal

with facing barriers to the adoption of EBPs, assist in the

translational process, identifying how practices and providers

can adopt and maintain interventions (4, 10, 11). The most

used facilitation method includes providing didactic training

for health professionals with protocols and tools to implement

an intervention (12, 13). However, this strategy has been

insufficient to promote widespread adoption and ineffective

when it comes to the success of the implementation (11,

13). Combining traditional didactic approaches with ongoing

support seems to improve the effect size of the strategies used in

the intervention (14, 15). Adopting the action planning model

as ongoing support after the training has effectively changed

behavior, as it takes barriers and contingencies into account

during the implementation of innovative practice in the health

area (16).

Ongoing support improves the provider’s adherence to
EBPs and the quality of health services implementation.
Nevertheless, further research is needed to identify effective
strategies and how ongoing support affects the process and

results of implementation (15). This research proposes to

evaluate the impact of online training with ongoing support

centered on the action planning approach and to compare it

with the traditional didactic approach in the implementation of

an intervention.

One way of understanding the mechanisms involved in

implementation is the use of pragmatic trials with random

assignment in “real world” settings (9, 17). They are designed

precisely to inform decision-makers in practice (2), to report

what actually works in a particular context (18), and to

provide results concerning the feasibility and sustainability of

interventions (19).
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FIGURE 1

Flow chart of procedures of the pragmatic randomized controlled trial (PRPT) for the implementation of the Active Life Improving Health

Behavior Change Program (BCP-VAMOS), version 3.0, in Primary Health Care, Brazil. PHC, Primary Health Care; R, randomization; CCT+APAG,

consultee-centered training plus action planning approach group; TDAG, traditional didactic approach group. aThe reach (R), e�ectiveness (E),

and maintenance (M) dimensions will be considered to evaluate the impact in the implementation process between the two groups, CCT+APA

vs. TDA. bConsolidated Framework for Implementation Research.

In light of this, we suggest a pragmatic trial to evaluate the
implementation of the Behavior Change Program called Active
Life Improving Health (BCP-VAMOS), which aims to motivate
adults and elderly living in the community to adopt an active
and healthy lifestyle (20). Online training will be available to
health professionals as an adaptation strategy to assist in the
implementation of the protocol (21).

The trial will be supported by RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness,

Adoption, Implementation, Maintenance) (22) and CFIR

(Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research) (23)

to understand the factors involved in the implementation. Both

frameworks are based on theories related to the adoption,

implementation, and maintenance of EBPs (24, 25). Their

combined use enables to measure success and to evaluate the

factors that explain and improve implementation outcomes

(26). Therefore, this study aims to describe the design and

methods of a pragmatic trial that intends to evaluate the

implementation of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0, in Primary Health

Care (PHC).

Methods and analysis

Study design

A pragmatic randomized controlled trial (PRCT) will be

carried out to evaluate the implementation of BCP-VAMOS,

version 3.0, in PHC (see Figure 1). The design was classified

by the PRECIS-II tool (PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum

Indicator Summary) (27) and described following the SPIRIT

13 checklist (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for

Interventional Trial), as it is the description of a study protocol

that provides health outcomes (28). This research is part of the

community-based trial entitled “VAMOS Program—Active Life

Improving Health.” It was approved by the Human Research

Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Santa Catarina,

Brazil, under no. 1394492, and registered in ReBEC—Brazilian

Registry of Clinical Trials (http://www.ensaiosclinicos.gov.br/)

using the RBR-2VW77Q indicator on 20 July 2019. Any changes

to the protocol will be registered in ReBEC.
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FIGURE 2

Sections and themes of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0. Brazil. Adapted from Benedetti et al. (29). The didactic material is free of charge and is

distributed to participants in each of the sections. PA, physical activity; HE, healthy eating.

Description of BCP-VAMOS

Active Life ImprovingHealth (VAMOS) is a behavior change

program that aims to motivate adults and elderly (18 or older)

individuals to adopt an active and healthy lifestyle through

physical activity and healthy eating (20). In the current version

(3.0), the face-to-face modality is developed to be implemented

over 9 months in 18 sections. These sections are scheduled

to be delivered weekly, biweekly and/or monthly. Each section

is taught with a duration of up to 2 h, conducted by a
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FIGURE 3

Online training learning modules for implementation of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0. Brazil. Adapted from Konrad et al. (21).

PHC professional whose methodology is health education. The

didactic material consists of 18 printed notebooks that address

topics related to the benefits of physical activity and healthy

eating, in addition to the development of strategies to effect and

maintain new life habits (see Figure 2) (29).

Study location and participants

The study will be conducted with professionals from health

teams that work in PHC in the state of Santa Catarina, southern

Brazil. The state has 295 municipalities and an estimated

population of 7,250,000 inhabitants. It is the third state in the

national human development index (HDI = 0.774), has the

lowest social inequality index (GINI = 0.494) and the highest

performance index of the unique health system in the country

(IDSUS = 6–6.99). PHC in Santa Catarina is divided into

seven regions, with 1,824 primary care centers, 1,855 family

health teams, 234 primary care teams (doctor, nurse, dentist),

and 301 multidisciplinary teams (nutritionist, pharmacist,

physiotherapist, physical education professional, psychologist,

social worker). These teams take into consideration the multi-

professional health care policy and are formed by 7,056 PHC

professionals with bachelor’s degree (30). As the VAMOS

program in the face-to-face version requires a minimum of 8

people to start a group and we expect that around 45 health

professionals can complete the training, a total of at least 360

adults may be recruited to participate in the program.

Description of the study design

The study design is based on strategies recommended by

experts (4, 31, 32), centered on organizational support (14),

to assist in the fidelity of the implementation and delivery

of the BCP-VAMOS. Online training was developed, and

educational material was prepared in electronic and printed

forms to be distributed, free of charge, to health professionals

and program participants. In addition, ongoing support

will be structured based on information about facilitation

(problem-solving and barriers) and adaptability (fidelity) of

the implementation protocol (14, 16). This support will be

delivered by a specialist researcher at the PHC. Therefore,

PHC professionals will be allocated into two groups to assess

the impact of the program’s implementation: (1) control

group (CG), with PHC professionals who will participate in a

traditional didactic approach without ongoing support, and (2)

intervention group (IG), with consultee-centered training plus

action planning approach.

CG = Traditional Didactic Approach (TDA)
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TABLE 1 Description of strategies for groups with and without ongoing support for the implementation of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0. Brazil.

Intervention stage Traditional didactic approach groupa Consultee-centered training + action planning

approach groupb

Program dissemination,

participants enrollment

Printed material to publicize and recruit the community:

posters, flyers, and business cards.

Printed material plus guidelines to optimize dissemination and

recruitment: who, where, when, and how.

Program sections (18

sections)

T-shirt with program logo for the provider. Digital

guidelines, printed material to conduct the sections, record

the frequency, and monitor and evaluate the sections.

T-shirt, manual, printed material plus guidelines for each of the

sections: preparation of the site, reception, content guiding,

participation registration, and individual section monitoring.

Participants evaluation

(baseline and

post-intervention)

Digital guidelines, video, and printed material to record the

participants’ baseline and post-intervention assessment data.

Digital guidelines, video, printed material plus guidelines for carrying

out evaluations about: location, professionals involved, and the

necessary care for reliable measures.

a20-h online training (21)+ teaching materials. b20-h online training (21)+ teaching materials+ structured messages throughout the implementation process.

This group will attend a 20-h online training (see Figure 3)

and receive teaching materials with information and content

related to the program’s implementation protocol, recruitment,

retention, and evaluation of participants (Table 1). The online

training follows a didactic model with self-instructional

language and will be made available free of charge in the e-

learning modality, with the purpose to train PHC professionals

(called facilitators) to plan, conduct and evaluate the program

in different contexts. The online training has five modules

that include themes and contents divided into 13 chapters.

The content is so that the PHC professional learns about the

program’s proposal, the concepts and markers for behavior

change, strategies for managing groups of people, the structure

and content for implementation, and finally, the program’s

evaluation forms (see Figure 3) (21). PHC professionals must

present a performance of at least 80% in the final evaluation—

It is a 30-question multiple-choice quiz—to be certified as a

BCP-VAMOS facilitator. The online training was developed by

the BCP-VAMOS researchers’ team and validated by an expert

panel composed of researchers from related fields and PHC

professionals (21).

IG = Consultee-Centered Training

Plus Action Planning Approach (CCT+APA)

This group will participate in the 20-h online training as

described above and will receive ongoing support centered on

the provider, using an action planning strategy. Ongoing support

(see Table 1) will be structured by a specialist PHC researcher

and provided during 12 months for all the implementation

stages: recruiting the community, conducting program sessions,

and evaluating participants. Support will focus on the process

of identifying barriers to program implementation, selecting

strategies to deal with barriers and goals for recruiting and

retaining new participants. Before the start of each stage, the

intervention provider will receive a message reinforcing the

strategy that should be used. After each stage, another contact

will be made to assess the used strategy and provide new

feedback. Support will be delivered through interviews with the

provider using a smartphone messaging app.

Both groups will be monitored simultaneously. If the CG

providers have questions during the implementation process,

these will be answered at their origin, but, being careful not

to offer strategies similar like those IG will be offered. Thus,

both groups will be monitored by one single researcher to avoid

communication bias and to ensure that information from the IG

is not passed on to the CG. This researcher will be a specialist

in the health area, particularly in PHC, and received training to

implement the BCP-VAMOS.

Recruitment and eligibility

The online training will be disclosed to PHC professionals

electronically and the enrolment will be performed on the BCP-

VAMOS website (vamos.ufsc.br). The training will be available

during 4 months for qualification and certification of health

professionals. When the PHC professionals are enrolled in

the online training, they will be informed about the research

objectives and procedures. Their participation will be accepted

after they sign the Free and Informed Consent Form.

Inclusion criteria

The PHC professional must have a college degree, work in

PHC, and be authorized by the manager of the municipal health

department to implement the BCP-VAMOS.

Exclusion criteria

Those enrolled PHC professionals who do not complete the

online training will be excluded from the study.
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Randomization

The randomization and allocation of health professionals

into the two groups (CCT + APA vs. TDA) will follow a

sequence randomly generated by a computer. This process will

be carried out after all the PHCprofessionals complete the online

training. Health professionals from the same workplace will be

assigned to the same group should more than one professional

participate in the online training. After randomization, they will

be asked to implement the BCP-VAMOS in their workplaces.

Randomization and group assignment will be under the

responsibility of one single researcher and will be blinded

to the others involved in the implementation strategies and

data collection.

New description

The randomization and allocation of health professionals

into the two groups (CCT + APA vs. TDA) will be performed

after all PHC professionals complete the online training.

Through a randomly generated computer sequence, we will

randomize each facility to one of the intervention arms

with all eligible professionals within each facility randomized

to the same intervention arm to avoid cross-contamination

within the same facility. However, multiple facilities within

the same city may be randomized to different groups. After

randomization, they will be asked to implement BCP-VAMOS in

their workplaces. The randomization and assignment of groups

will be under the responsibility of a single researcher and will be

blind to the others involved in the implementation strategies and

data collection.

Outcomes evaluation

The evaluation of the BCP-VAMOS implementation process

will be carried out based on RE-AIM (22) and CFIR (23). These

frameworks enable to measure the quantitative and qualitative

impact of an intervention on public health (26).

This study, despite focusing exclusively on the characteristics

of the implementation, will describe the individual dimensions

of RE-AIM (Reach = R and Effectiveness = E) to determine

the impact of implementation and ongoing support on the

program adaptation to the real world. The organizational

dimensions (Adoption = A, Implementation = I, Maintenance

= M) will be assessed to determine the factors involved in the

implementation’s success (see Table 2).

Reach is a measure at the individual level of participation,

which refers to the characteristics and percentages of the target

population’s participation in the intervention (22). In this

study, reach will be assessed as the number, proportion, and

representativeness of program recipients enrolled and retained

in the program. We will assess the involvement of program

recipients based on three reach rates: recruitment (ratio between

the number of users interested in participating in the program

in relation to the number of exposed users—users served at

the UBS during the period when the program was announced,

multiplied by 100); participation (ratio between the number

of participants who will start the program in relation to the

number of eligible participants in the program, multiplied by

100); retention (ratio between the number of participants who

will complete and the number of participants who started the

program, multiplied by 100). These reach rates will be calculated

by PHC professional, comparing the IG to the CG.

To reach the participants (recruitment), we will make

available printed materials (posters, folders) and we will suggest

the use of social networks, in addition to the media (radio,

television, internet) to publicize the program. We recommend

employing these strategies during the 30-day period prior to the

start of the program. In order to recruit participants, we will

establish the following eligibility criteria: being 18 years of age

or older, being registered and having been attended at UBS in

the 30 days prior to the start of the program (30 days from

the disclosure), not meeting the minimum recommendations

of PA practice (150min per week of moderate and/or vigorous

PA) and/or having inappropriate eating behavior and/or being

overweight/obese and/or non-communicable chronic diseases.

We will provide a questionnaire (33) and guidelines (https://

vamos.ufsc.br/orientacoes-para-questionario-vamos/) to PHC

professionals to screen participants. This screening will be

carried out through a meeting scheduled prior to the start of the

program with interested users. At this meeting, in addition to

screening assessments, PHC professionals will be recommended

to clarify the objectives and methodology of the program. In

addition, we will assess the reasons for participants’ absences

and dropouts throughout the program. For this, we use the

PHC professionals’ monitoring records (attendance list and

replacement of the sections), which will be guided to record the

date and reason for the termination of each participant.

Effectiveness, assessed at the individual level, refers to

the extent of the intervention’s impact on the primary

outcomes, how it changes behavior and affects the quality

of life, and whether or not there are unintended results

(positive or negative) (22). In this study, effectiveness will be

assessed considering the primary outcomes of BCP-VAMOS:

physical activity and eating behavior. Physical activity will

be assessed through a self-report of the weekly practice

(type, frequency, and duration) (34) and by accelerometry

(35), which allows measuring the time spent on sedentary

behavior, light, moderate, and vigorous physical activity. Eating

behavior will be assessed through the habit and frequency

of consumption of foods classified as healthy (fruits, greens,

and raw or cooked vegetables) and unhealthy (sweets, snacks,

and sugary drinks) (34). These data will be collected by the

PHC professionals through a validated questionnaire for the
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TABLE 2 RE-AIM and CFIR information to evaluate the implementation of BCP-VAMOS, version 3.0. Brazil.

RE-AIM, dimensions RPT aims and outcomes measures
aReach:measure of participation in the

intervention (individual level)

Aim: to describe the number, proportion, and representativeness of the participants in the intervention. Quantitative:

recruitment, participation, and retention rates of participants calculated by PHC professional who will deliver

the intervention. Data collection: registration of interested, enrolled, retained, and dropouts.

aEffectiveness:measure of the

intervention’s impact (individual level)

Aim: to show the results of the primary intervention outcomes. Quantitative: proportion of participants showing a

behavior change in PA and EB by PHC professional. Data collection: baseline and post-intervention assessment.

Adoption:measure of the participation

of location/teams interested in initiating

the intervention (staff level)

Aim: to describe number, proportion, representativeness, and the characteristics of the location/PHC professionals who

initiated the delivery of the intervention. Quantitative: adoption rate, demographic and social data of location/PHC

professionals vs. the eligible ones. Data collection: electronic form filled out by PHC professionals. Qualitative: reasons

that influenced the adoption and barriers to not adopt the intervention. Data collection: interview with PHC professionals.

Implementation: degree to which the

intervention was delivered as intended

Aim: to evaluate the quality of the implementation, fidelity of delivery of the intervention, and the degree to which the

strategies are implemented as intended. Quantitative: proportion of location/PHC professional that implemented the

intervention as intended. Data collection: settings visit and process observation. Qualitative: protocol adaptations,

barriers, and facilitators for implementation. Data collection: interview with managers, PHC professionals,

and participants.

Maintenance:measure the extent to

which the intervention is

institutionalized (setting level)

Aim: to verify the continuity of the intervention by location/PHC professionals. Quantitative: number of new groups

that have been implemented over time or after the delivery of the intervention by a PHC professional. Qualitative:

reasons for implementing new groups or discontinuity. Data collection: interview with managers and PHC professionals.

CFIR, domains

Intervention characteristics:main

attributes that influence the success of

the intervention

Aim: to describe the characteristics that influence the successful implementation of the intervention.Qualitative:

adaptability, complexity of implementation, barriers, and facilitators. Data collection: interview with managers, PHC

professionals, and participants.

Outer setting: external factors of the

organization can have positive or

negative influences on the

implementation of the intervention

Aim: to identify external factors that may influence the successful implementation of the intervention. Qualitative:

perception of the patient’s needs and resources for implementation. Data collection: interview with managers and

PHC professionals.

Inner setting: aspects of the

organization’s functioning and structure

that influence the success of the

intervention

Aim: to describe the internal characteristics of the organization. Qualitative: climate and readiness of location/PHC

professionals for implementation of the intervention. Data collection: interview with managers and PHC professionals.

Characteristics of individuals: level of

knowledge, belief, attitude, and

engagement of providers during

implementation that may determine the

success of the intervention

Aim: to identify personal characteristics that may influence the implementation of the intervention. Qualitative:

knowledge and beliefs, self-efficacy, identification with the organization, and other personal attributes. Data collection:

interview with PHC professionals.

Process: decision making of the

organization’s agents that influence the

success of the intervention

Aim: to assess the organization’s commitment to the intervention protocol. Qualitative: involvement of location/PHC

professionals who led the intervention, barriers, and facilitators for implementation. Data collection:monitoring the

stages and interviewing managers, PHC professionals, and participants.

PRCT, pragmatic randomized controlled trial; PA, physical activity; EB, eating behavior. aThese RE-AIM will be used to assess the impact of the implementation on the intervention group

and control group, whose data will be collected by the PHC professionals (providers) of the intervention.

BMC-VAMOS program (33). The effectiveness outcomes will be

analyzed by PHC professional (staff level) to assess the impact of

intervention strategies, comparing the IG to the CG.

Adoption is a measure at the organizational level of

participation that refers to the representativeness of locations

and/or agents who are willing to implement an intervention,

considering those who are eligible (22). In this study, the

number, proportion, and representativeness of local/PHC

professionals who initiate the program delivery will be calculated

using those certified by the online training with eligibility

criteria. We will calculated the adoption rate by considering the

ratio between the number of PHC professionals who initiated

the implementation of the program in each UBS and the number

of PHC professionals certified by the online training, multiplied

by 100. To identify the factors that will influence the program

adoption and non-adoption, qualitative data will be collected

through interviews with PHC professionals.

Implementation at the organizational level refers to the

degree to which delivery agents comply with several elements

of an intervention protocol (22). In this study, the quality of
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the BCP-VAMOS implementation will be assessed based on

strategies for recruiting, retaining, and monitoring participants.

This analysis will be performed by PHC professional, comparing

the IG to the CG. During a 1-year follow-up, a detailed manual

will be developed, containing all the implemented strategies and

the approximate dates for the completion of each intervention

component. The manual will help in the development of

checklists to assess the fidelity of the intervention delivery and

the degree to which strategies are implemented as intended. A

trained researcher will visit the intervention sites to observe and

complete the checklist, in addition to conducting interviews with

PHC professionals.

Maintenance at the organizational level assesses the extent

to which an intervention becomes institutionalized or part

of routine practices and organizational policies (22). In this

study, the assessment of maintenance aims to show if new

groups will be delivered during the implementation process of

the BCP-VAMOS or if the local organization is interested in

institutionalizing the program. This evaluation will be carried

out shortly after the last section of the program, through an

interview with PHC professionals and managers.

The CFIR pragmatic framework (23), widely used in

implementation research in the health area (36), will be

used to qualify the outcomes measures. CFIR describes 37

implementation constructs, categorized into five domains:

innovation/intervention characteristics, outer setting, inner

setting, characteristics of the individuals involved, and process

of implementation (23).

Innovation characteristics directly influence the success

of the implementation (36). The constructs evaluated in this

domain are related to information about the source of the

intervention, quality of evidence, organizational advantage,

adaptability, trialability, complexity, design and presentation of

the intervention, and costs (23). In this study, we are especially

interested in adaptability—the degree to which the intervention

can be customized or refined to meet local needs.

Increasingly recognized as an active part of implementation,

the outer setting domain is composed of constructs that

address patient needs and resources, cosmopolitanism, peer

pressure, external policies, and incentives (23). Health systems

are hierarchically organized and interconnected. Changes

in the external environment can influence, positively or

negatively, implementation (23). Identifying these factors

in this study may help other organizations to replicate

implementation successfully.

The inner setting at the organizational level describes

constructs that relate structural characteristics, networks and

communications, culture, implementation climate, and readiness

for implementation. These aspects are interrelated and influence

implementation (23). In this study, we will evaluate the quality

of internal communication, adaptability in decision-making,

receptivity of the individuals involved, and organizational

commitment to intervention.

Organizations are composed of individuals and their

behaviors. Little is known about the interaction between

individuals and their propagating effects through teams and

organizations in implementation (36). The domain regarding

characteristics of individuals lists constructs that can reveal

knowledge and beliefs of the professionals involved, self-efficacy for

implementation, personal stage of change, identification with the

organization, and other personal attributes and values (23). All

these items can influence the degree of commitment to service

innovation and affect the implementation of an intervention

(36). Trying to understand these influences is part of this study,

as they can further qualify the health professionals’ training for

the implementation of the program on future occasions.

Process is the domain that represents the greatest challenge

during program evaluations in public health (23, 36). It is

evaluated through the constructs of planning, engagement,

execution, and reflection, and evaluation of the professionals

involved in delivering the intervention. The better each of these

four mechanisms is implemented, the better and more effective

the implementation will be (23). Thus, in this study, all items will

be evaluated.

CFIR will be used to gather information about the constructs

that affect the implementation of the innovation. It will also aid

in the identification of the contextual determinants (barriers and

facilitators) that can be used to guide the selection of the most

appropriate strategies for the success of the intervention (see

Table 2). These data will be collected through interviews based

on the CFIR matrix (www.cfirguide.org). From the perception

of PHC professionals, managers and participants of the PMC-

VAMOS, we will classify and code the barriers and facilitators

within each of the domains and constructs of the CFIR.

Data collection

The BCP-VAMOS implementation process will be

monitored for 12 months. The data will be collected through

electronic forms, a smartphone messaging application,

observations, and semi-structured interviews with key

informants involved in the implementation strategies. The

interviews will be conducted by phone or in-person by

an independent co-investigator who will not participate

in the other stages of the study. The variables referring to

BCP-VAMOS participants will be collected by the health

professionals responsible for implementation at the baseline and

during post-intervention. This information will be recorded and

shared with the research team using electronic spreadsheets. A

trained researcher will collect accelerometry data in loco. The

instruments for collecting data in each stage of the study will

be developed based on recent recommendations for pragmatic

studies (28), the RE-AIM checklist (37), the CFIR matrices

(www.cfirguide.org), and the questionnaire for effectiveness

evaluation, designed for the BCP-VAMOS (33). Participants’
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consent will be collected by health professionals before the

intervention starts. We will train independent research to

evaluate the process. All data regarding the implementation

of BCP-VAMOS will be managed by one single researcher to

maintain data quality and reliability. The confidentiality of the

participant is guaranteed using identification code numbers to

match the treatment data in the computer files for each group.

Data analysis

Quantitative data will be expressed through descriptive

analysis (absolute and relative frequency, mean and standard

deviation) and inferential analysis to compare the impact of the

intervention between the groups. To compare the characteristics

between the groups, Fischer’s exact and chi-square tests will be

used. To verify the effect of the intervention, Student’s paired t

test or Wilcoxon test (continuous variables) and McNemar test

(categorical variables) will be used. To compare changes between

groups, Student’s t test or Mann-Whitney U-test will be applied.

The analyses will be performed using a 5% probability, and will

be generated using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS)
R©

software, version 22.0. Qualitative data will be fully

transcribed by a researcher, and their quality will be assessed by a

second researcher. Through the technique of descriptive content

analysis (38), the texts will be pre-analyzed (each interview will

be read), coded (reduced to units of meaning consistent with the

purpose of the study), and categorized (the participants’ answers

will be organized). The information will be coded deductively,

following the conceptual model of the study and, if necessary,

inductive codes will be added until saturation is achieved (39).

The data will be double-coded in the QSRNVivo
R©
12.0 software

by two trained researchers. Intercoder reliability will be assessed

employing Cohen’s kappa (criterion> 0.80).

Discussions

Implementation Science has emerged as a field of

investigation to translate EBPs into community settings

(2), and examine the most promising way to disseminate,

implement and sustain interventions in healthcare settings

(9, 14). However, the success of the implementation depends

not only on the health professionals’ learning about the

intervention itself but also on their ability to overcome barriers

to implementation. This is particularly important for complex

skills that cannot be fully taught in traditional training (12, 14).

Through ongoing support, it is possible to provide more

information for health professionals and enhance the solution

of problems through a variety of resources, right when they are

needed and at all levels—intervention, organization, provider,

and participant (15). This includes planning, which can generate

adaptations in practice and influence successful refinements

(14, 15).

Action planning is a strategy that involves setting goals,

identifying obstacles, and creating strategies to overcome them.

This method is often used in behavioral interventions and public

health practices and has shown positive results (16). When it

focuses on the provider, action planning can be used to provide

additional structure (16), thus, it can be a tool to assist in the

process of implementing a health innovation.

This study has the potential for increasing success in

the implementation of an intervention whose purpose is to

qualify integrated care in an organizational health system.

Implementing interventions brings together components of

organizational interaction. It may require new attitudes by

the individuals involved, along with showing diversity in the

results that influence the context (40). Moreover, effective

knowledge translation optimizes access to protocols that aim to

improve public health policies (8). Diligent protocol planning

is critical so that future interventions have a better chance

of being effective when evaluated and adopted in the real

world (19).

The literature provides an extensive list of D&I models

to assist in the process. These models, aim to plan, monitor,

and evaluate the implementation of interventions (5). The

combined use of them has been recommended to determine

whether an intervention is pragmatic and generalizable, and,

if so, to what extent (24–26). In our protocol, we propose the

associated use of RE-AIM (22) and CFIR (23) in an attempt

to approach the greatest number of items related to success

in the implementation of a behavior change intervention.

These models deal with factors that can impact implementation

processes and outcomes. Combined use may provide, in

addition to specific aspects that must be assessed, the various

levels of influence on implementation. Thus, in addition to

helping to guide implementation practice, they are potentially

useful for designing and executing implementation strategies

that aim to change relevant determinants, such as changing

the behavior of PHC professionals or adherence to a clinical

guidelines (6).

RE-AIM can be used to systematically capture perceptions,

decision making and impacts on population and “real life”

scenarios (24, 25). This is essential for understanding why and

how interventions are adopted, implemented, and maintained

in public health organizations (18). CFIR provides a framework

for approaching complex and iterative states, understanding the

dynamic, multi-level and transient nature of implementation in

pragmatic settings. Its main objective is to consolidate findings

about the reasons (barriers and enablers) why implementations

may fail or succeed (22). Thus, the CFIR will be able to

contribute to the assessment of adaptation, sustainability and

impact outcomes, aiding the investigation factors that influence

implementation and how they affect the development of the

intervention (41).
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Therefore, it is possible to consider the combined use of

these two frameworks to understand what will or will not

work in the implementation of BCP-VAMOS. This information

can be used to plan activities to improve the quality and

sustainability of the program in the long term. Characterized

as a health innovation, BCP-VAMOS combines evidence-based

behavioral strategies in a protocol that aims to motivate

adults and elderly in the community to adopt an active and

healthy lifestyle (20). The online training for implementing

the program was created in a virtual format based on

self-instructional teaching methods (21). Besides facilitating

adoption, the online training includes detailed descriptions

of the program’s structure and content. Additionally, it

offers experiential learning opportunities that can be used

to manage and conduct the intervention and other health

promotion activities.

On the other hand, we identified the difficulty

of recruiting PHC professionals in different places,

particularly in health centers. The workload reported by

PHC professionals also influences the rate of adoption and

success in implementing community-based behavior change

interventions. However, to minimize these aspects, the

health managers should encourage the PHC professionals to

implement programs that directly involved the population.

In addition, use local media to reach the community in

these interventions.

Conclusion

As far as we know, this is the first study in Brazil

that uses a digital platform to disseminate and implement

a large-scale community-based intervention in public health.

An PRCT with a mixed-methods approach, comparing the

success of implementation between groups with and without

ongoing support, is also unprecedented when it comes to a

behavior change program for physical activity and healthy

eating in PHC, particularly in the Brazilian context. For the

developing team of BCP-VAMOS, this study will provide

information about the success or failure of the implementation,

program fidelity, and the need to adapt the intervention in the

real world.

Thus, we propose that the set of information and

findings will provide practical guidance for researchers and

policy-makers in the area of health, allowing the use of

evidence-based approaches to develop similar protocols to

implement and adapt public health interventions. Finally, we

believe that the development of interventions in the real

world is an opportunity to create a positive impact on

the applicability and sustainability of future practices, and

can contribute to new evidence in Behavioral Science and

Implementation Science.
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